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Rh(20 &/s7Fe(t,) multilayers with Fe thicknesses t& of 2, 5, 10, and 15 A prepared by alternate
evaporation in UHV have been investigated by x-ray diffraction (XRD), Miissbauer spectroscopy,
and SQUID magnetometry. First- and second-order superstructure Bragg peaks (,but no higher-order
peaks) in small-angle XRD patterns suggest some compositional modulation. Miissbauer spectra
taken at 4.2 K are characterized by a distribution P(B& of hyperhne fields B,. Peaks observed in
the P(B& curves near 17 and 35 T are assigned to an fee-RhFe interface alloy (-7-24 at. % Fe)
with spin-glasslike properties and to a disordered ferromagnetic bee-FeRh alloy (-96 at. % Fe),
respectively. The magnetic transition temperature of the fee alloy was Gnd to be 23 and 45 K for
t,=2 and 5 A, respectively, and B, follows a T 3’2 law . For t,=2 A, spin-glasslike behavior was
observed by magnetometry.

Metallic multilayered films offer an exciting field for the
exploration of magnetic properties in novel systems and at
interfaces.’ In a search for new multilayers with interesting
magnetic behavior we have studied the Fe-Rh system. According to the thermodynamic Fe-Rh phase diagram’ a wide
solubility range exists at rather low temperatures on both the
Fe-rich and Rh-rich side. Therefore, a tendency for interfacealloy formation may be expected in these multilayers. The
properties of Fe/Rh interfaces are unknown so far.
We have prepared a series of Rh/Fe multilayers with
constant Rh thickness (20 A) by alternating evaporation of
Rh and 57Fe isotope (95% enriched) in an UHV system. The
pressure during evaporation was <5X10w9 mbar. The substrates were polyimid foils for Miissbauer and magnetometric studies and Si wafers for small- and large-angle x-ray
diffraction (XRD). To reduce intermixing, the substrate temperature was held at -100 K during multilayer growth. Rh
and 57Fe were evaporated from a 2-kW electron-beam gun
and a small resistively heated evaporation cell with alumina
crucible, respectively. Four different types of multilayers
have been prepared, namely [Rh(20 &/57Fe(2 &]100-tRh(20
A),, [Rh(20 &p7Fe(5 A)]s2+Rh(20 A), [Rh(20 A)p7Fe(10
&lm+~@o fL)> and [Rh(20 &/Fe(15 &])lz0CRh(20 A).
(All samples were coated by 20 A Rh for protection.)
The small-angle XRD patterns (Fig. 1) exhibit a clear
first-order superstructure Bragg peak for all samples, and an
additional second-order peak for tFe= 10 and 15 A. This and
the fact that no higher-order superstructure peaks have been
detected (not shown in Fig. 1) demonstrates qualitatively that
our samples are compositionally modulated structures with
some degree of intermixing at the interfaces. The multilayer
periodicity determined from Fig. 1 is 23.7, 24.9, 29.7, and
5, 10, and 15 A, respectively, being in
37.7 A for t,=2,
agreement with the nominal periodicity within 7% or better.
The large-angle XRD patterns from our samples (not shown)
exhibit a dominant fee Rh(lll)-Bragg
peak and weaker
peaks from higher-indexed Rh planes. However, the Rh
peaks were found to be shifted slightly to higher Bragg
angles upon increase of t,, , implying a fee-lattice parameter
(a”) reduction with increasing Fe-film thickness from
a,=3.808
A (pure Rh film) to 3.793, 3.780, 3.738, and
3.713 A for t,=2,
5, 10, and 15 A, respectively. No pure
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bee-Fe Bragg peaks could be detected. However, a shoulder
(near 2C+40°) on the low-angle side of the Rh(ll1) peak
observed for the thicker Fe films (10 and 15 A) may be
assigned to a bee (110) reflex with a corresponding bcclattice parameter which is enhanced (relative to that of pure
bee Fe) by 11.4% (for t,=lO
A) and 10.0% (for tFe=15 A).
In view of the small-angle XRD and Miissbauer results (below) the observed reduction or increase in lattice parameter
is interpreted by the main effect of interface-fee-alloy formation or bee-alloy formation, respectively. For fee Fe-Rh alloys, our interpretation is qualitatively supported by the
known decrease of a0 with rising Fe content in the bulk.3
Mijssbauer spectra measured at 4.2 K (Fig. 2) indicate
magnetic hyperfine (hf) splitting at all Fe thicknesses. These
spectra were least-squares fitted using a histogram
of hyperfine fields B,,. It was found
distribution4 P(B&
necessary to include a small linear correlation between isomer shift 6 and BM, given by about +0.004 mm s‘-r/T.
For t,=2
A, the most-probable (peak) hf field, BEk,
has a value of 16.8 T (Fig. 2) which is typical for that of a
-7 at. % Fe disordered fee-Fe-Rh bulk alloy at 4.2 K.5 This
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FIG. 1. Small-angle XRD patterns of F&(20 &p7Fe(tFe) multilayers with
tFe=2, 5, l!l, and 15 A (from top) (Cu Ka radiation).
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lRh~ZOA~/nFef2A~1~100tRh0
[Rh(ZOA)/~Fe15A)1*5Z+Rh[20A)
[Rh~20A~/nFe~10A)1*30tRh0
lRh~20Al/nFe~15A~I~20+Rh[20A~
IRh(20AVnFe(15A)1*20+Rh0
after healing

RIG. 2. M&batter spectra measured at 4.2 K and distributions P(B,r) of
Rh(20 &?7Fe(rFJ multilayers for tFc=2, 5, 10, and 15 8, (from top).
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FIG. 3. Tern erature dependence of BE:& for t,=2 A (A), 5 A (V), 10
(a) and 15 w. (0). Crosses (X): for t,=15 A after annealing at 355 K.

suggests that the 2 A 57Fe film [-1 monolayer (ML) bee
Fe(llO)] is completely alloyed with Rh resulting in an fccFe-Rh alloy of average Fe concentration c;E of -7 at. %. In
the case of t,=5 X$ P(B,,J in Fig. 2 shows a pronounced
peak at 18.2 T which demonstrates that this is also a pure
fee-RhFe multilayer. This hf field corresponds to tip
- 1Fat. I, according to Ref. 5. We have also estimated the
Fe concentration (~2) in the fee-alloy layer by comparing
the measured lattice parameters (a,,) with those of bulk
alloys3 Table I shows that cg values for 2 and 5 A Fe are in
rough agreement with corresponding ciy values. The calculated Rh thicknesses, tE ‘lay, required for explaining the
obtained cg: or cz values are given in Table I, too. (It was
assumed that tFe=2 and 5 A are completely alloyed). The
t’g “OY values ,obtained from c:F appear somewhat too large
as compared to the deposited 20 %i-Rh layer, while those
values deduced from cii appear to be reasonable. Table I
indicates also the Fe concentration (c:g obtained by com-

TABLE I. Estimated Fe concentrations cz, c:r and cz of the fee and bee
Rh-Fe alloy phase in Rh/Fe multilayers. & a”or is the calculated Rh thickness consumed in foe-alloy formation.
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paring the measured (average) magnetic transition temperature Tf of our films (Tf=23 -+4 K for t,=2
A and
Tf= 45 -t 7 K for t,=5
A, respectively, see Fig. 3)
with the Tf vs cFe behavior of disordered fee-RhFe alloys;’
however, the corresponding (calculated) tEuoy
values
(Table I) are unreasonably high (e.g., 34 A for t,=5
A).
This very likely indicates that the Tf vs cFe behavior in ultrathin RhFe alloy layers deviates from that in bulk alloys as
is the cz for other spin glasses.6 From the Miissbauer-lineintensity ratios the Fe-spin orientation in these samples was
found to be nearly random which can be expected for spinglass-type magnetism where a magnetic shape anisotropy is
absent.
One can notice in Fig. 2 that the P(B& curves (and the
spectra) change drastically with increasing Fe thickness: the
fee-alloy distribution peak near - 17 T decreases gradually in
relative intensity and shifts to slightly higher values, while
simultaneously a new peak near 36 T (35 T) evolves and
dominates at tFc= 10 A (or tFc= I5 A). This new peak is
assigned to a disordered ferromagnetic bee-Fe-Rh alloy. This
follows from a comparison of our Brk values with those of
Fe-rich disordered bee-Fe-Rh bulk alloys.7 We may estimate
the average composition cFe of the bee alloy in our multilayers by using the Bhf vs cFe curve in Ref. 7 (with B, in Ref.
7 corrected by a factor of 1.03 for the low temperature (4.2
K) used in our case). This leads to cFe -96 at. % for t&=10
and 15 A in the bee alloy (Table I).
The shape of the distribution P(BM) for tFe=10 A (Fig.
2) demonstrates that fee and bee alloy phases coexist in this
multilayer, (with the fee-alloy distribution peak located at
19.8 T). Even for tFe= 15 A, the fee-alloy distribution peak
(at 20.0 T) is still present, together with a low-field distribution part (for B,,<28 T). The relative area of the low-field or
high-field (B&28 T) distribution part provides values for
the relative phase content (fee or bee) in the multilayer. In
the case of tFe--10 A we find that (36?15)% of the Fe atoms
form the fee-interface alloy (and 64% the bee phase); for
Hanisch et al.
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FIG. 4. B@ vs T3” for t,=2

A (0) and 5 %, (0).

t,=15 A, the corresponding values are (30%5)% (fee) and
70% (bee). This means that in the average a thickness of 3.6
A Fe of the original 10 A bee-Fe layer is transformed to the
fee-interface alloy by interdiffusion; for the 15 8, Fe film, the
corresponding value is 4.5 A Fe. The Fe-spin direction of the
bee phase was observed to be preferentially oriented in the
film plane indicating a shape anisotropy due to ferromagnetism.
It follows from the temperature dependence of BgFk
(Fig. 3) that the magnetic transition temperatures of the bee
phase (in multilayers with tFe= 10 and 15 & are much higher
than those of the fee phase (with t,=2 and 5 A). For t,=2
and 5 A, BRF”k(Z’) follows closely a T3”-spin wave law over
the whole temperature range (Fig. 4). For t,=15
A, Bgak
shows a remarkable linear T dependence over a wide T
range. It has been suggested that such a behavior is related to
superparamagnetic relaxation of bee-phase clusters8 However, as we have not observed a remarkable change at 150 K
in the central component of the spectrum (not shown) even
by applying fields up to 1 T, we may exclude superparamagnetism. Therefore, the linear T dependence observed can be
explained by quasi-two-dimensional behavior of the bee
phase in the 15-A sample, as predicted theoretica1ly.g In contrast, the t,=lO A multilayer has been observed to be superparamagnetic by applying a magnetic field. After a measurement at 355 K and retooling to 295 K, an irreversible
drop of BGak at 295 K occured. As we did not observe a
change in P(Bhf) at 4.2 K after annealing, this drop in B&f&
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of magnetization in a Rh(20 A)/”
Fe(2 A) multilayer measured in B ,=0.5 T, zero-field cooled (0) and field
cooled (0).

could be due to a change in bee Fe-film morphology (island
formation) and a resulting change in the T dependence of
Brk (possibly due to superparamagnetism).
The temperature dependence of the magnetization in the
multilayer with t,=2 A (Fig. 5) indicates typical spinglasslike behavior, i.e., different branches after zero-field
cooling and during field cooling. It can be seen that the temperature of the maximum in the zero-field cooled magnetization (2352 K) is in very good agreement with the magnetic
transition temperature obtained from Miissbauer spectroscopy. This proves that interface fee alloys with spin-glasslike
properties can be obtained in Rh/Fe multilayers.
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